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“This is my first THIMUN conference, and I’m thinking why
I’ve never joined before”
			
- Yousef Hamad, delegate of
Finland in SRCMENA
“As a person my public speaking has become way better
than before.”
		
- Aliyaa Hijji, delegate of Haiti in
SRCMENA

“It’s been great, its an interesting and exciting.
I’ve learned a lot more about topics that I
didn’t understand before.”
		
- Malcolm Ford, delegate
of China in GA6

“I’ll definitely hope to come
back next year and talk a
little bit more.”
- Lydia Leather,
delegate of
Colombia in
GA6

“I’m
proud to
say this
is my best
conference so
far.”
- Yahya Kayyali,
delegate of India
in SRCMENA
“Being an admin is way
more fun than being a
delegate, I mean you guys
have to write resolutions and
all that, all we do is make fun
of your notes”
		
- Ghada Al Thani,
Admin Staff
“This year, I have definitely grown as a
person, improved on my debating skills, my
confidence has boosted and I’m surely joining
again next year.”
			
- Sara Al Thani, delegate of
Thailand in GA6
“THIMUN this year has improved a lot, people seem to more
organized and I’ve talked a lot more this year which means its
helping me grow as a person.”
				
- Noor Salem, delegate of Panama in
GA6

THIMUN 2015 has come to an unfortunate but great
finale. Delegates, directors, admins and press worked
together to make this conference an unforgettable one.
Participants freely revealed their outcomes from this
conference, and here’s what they’ve shared.
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Boko Haram: An Update
Boko Haram refers to an Islamic group which has been active in
the North of Nigeria since 2009. Literally translating into “non
Islamic education is a sin”, the main aim of the group is to abolish
all laws, except for the Islamic law in Nigeria.
Cameroon was the latest area to be targeted by the Boko Haram
fighters. On the 5th of February, hundreds of Boko Haram fighters
attacked the villagers. Amongst the distressing images of violent
scenes included the razing of mosques and churches, which took
place subsequent to providing the Nigerian neighbours with
warnings to not join the battle against the Islamic group.
At least 91 villagers lost their lives to brutal attacks and over
500 were wounded in northern Cameroon, located in Fotokol. The
fighting started on Wednesday and continued through Thursday.
Last week African leaders authorized a 7,500 strong force for
the purpose of fighting the Islamic extremists. This also involved
including pledges of a battalion each from Nigeria and its four
Neighbours, Cameroon Chad Niger and Benin. African Union
Officials met on Thursday to finalize plans for a multinational
attack on Boko Haram. Despite this, deployment could be delayed
because of funding issues.
“We consider Boko Haram to be a cancer, and if the international
community does not focus its mind on this disease it will spread
not only in Central Africa but other regions, all over the continent,”
said Cameroon’s Information Issa, Tchiroma Bakary.
by Hannah Akhtar
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First Delegation of Their Nation
From skateboarding to debating, the
first delegation from Afghanistan reveal
their thoughts on their phenomenal THIMUN journey. Prior to their arrival at
Qatar; the dedicated individuals were
also part of the Super English School
where they spent a couple of hours
each Saturday in the company than
none other than Mr. Peter Dalglish.
To begin the interview; the young delegates (Mursal Saidali, Delegate of Djibouti in GA6 and Sulaiman Sulaimankhil,
Delegate of Djibouti in GA3) gushed
about their happiness to be the first to
be involved in THIMUN Qatar from their
homeland.
“It’s great that we are going to make
history, the first MUN students from
Afghanistan, we feel very grateful to be
able to do this” exclaimed Mursal with
a smile.
This is a significant breakthrough not
just for THIMUN history but for the history of the nation of Afghanistan. These
incredible young individuals are a symbol of hope for all those suffering in
their home country. They are a symbol
of hope for all the unique individuals
who are unable to attain an education.
The five delegates are eager to contribute to the debates and agree on
resolutions in order to gain knowledge
and experience. ‘The best part for was
debating’ said Sulaiman Sulaimankhil

one of the Afghan delegates, ‘It
was awesome’ he added.
When asked to reflect about the
main differences between Qatar
and Afghanistan, Mursal Saidali
and another Afghani delegate
solemnly admit, ‘Qatar is a very
developed country, and our
country isn’t as developed, and
it’s awesome to be able to roam
around and skate freely’.
To conclude the interview; the
pair discussed the relevance of
MUN for youth and how important it is for them to get involved.
By Hannah Akhtar and Habiba
Sallam
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Bear Witness: The Unreported S
On August 19, 2014, journalists James Wright Foley became known to people across the
world as the first victim the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) by being publicly executed in
their now infamous videos. It was the last anyone would see of him--and for an overwhelming
majority, also the first.
Foley had been covering various conflicts in the Middle East since 2009, writing for
organizations such as United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Stars and
Stripes, and GlobalPost. In 2011, while covering the Libyan revolution, he was captured by
Gaddafi and held for 44 days. A year later in Syria, he fell into captivity once again, where he
remained until his death last August.
War journalism dates back to ancient Greece; Thucydides is considered the first “journalist”
to observe and cover a major conflict, though his account of the Peloponnesian War was written
in retrospect. In 1653, Dutch painter
Willem van de Welde sailed out to
a naval battle in order to sketch it,
becoming the first individual to actively
place himself as an observer in the midst
of military conflict. Even up to the
Second World War, war journalism was
limited by both technology restrictions
and censorship. Only after the telegraph
was invented could correspondents
send regular updates back to their
publications; even when they could,
the governments of participant nations
frowned upon frank coverage, preferring
to send back staged reels portraying
the conflict in a manner depicting them
more favorably.
Many notable writers covered wars;
among them are Leo Tolstoy (Crimean War), Winston Churchill (Second Boer War), Ernest
Hemingway (World War I), John Steinbeck (World War II), and Jack London (Russo-Japanese
War). Beginning with the Bosnian War in 1995, however, war journalists are far less likely to
make it back or achieve fame.
“You could tape 'TV' to your car and drive back and forth across no-man's land [before
Bosnia]," said journalist Scott Anderson in an interview for GQ. "Seven or eight years later, in
Bosnia, it was dramatically different. Taping 'Press' or 'TV' to your car was like putting a bull'seye on it.”
To exacerbate the situation, a huge portion of war journalists today are freelancers; their sheer
numbers mean they undercut each other in competition for publication, and consequently do
not receive adequate funding or protection from their publications. (Italian war correspondent
Francesca Borri reported that a fellow journalist once purposefully misdirected her in order
to keep a story for herself; Borri ended up stumbling into a nest of snipers.) They cannot
afford secure hotels or translators. Any injury, while devastating in itself, becomes completely
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Struggle of War Correspondents
unaffordable--but stories of unarmed reporters being shot usually draw more attention, and
play better into nations’ publicity, than the war coverage itself. Editorial boards want the
blood and gore of the frontlines, the trials of detention and martyrdom. Many war reporters
will live and write in obscurity until they are injured, kidnapped, or perish. The posthumous
publicity surrounding Foley and fellow ISIS victims Steven Sotloff and Kenji Goto, as well
as Syrian War correspondents Marie Colvin and Remi Ochlik, attest to this fact.
In order to push their stories, then, journalists must take greater and greater risks. In
2012, 70 journalists were killed in war zones; more were kidnapped, injured, or detained.
At the end of the day, the task seems to be utterly bleak and thankless, and only becoming
more so as time passes. There is no prospect in the immediate future that propaganda-bent
governments will stop targeting war journalists or major media outlets will pay them more.
But in turbulent times when questions of freedom of speech and the power of the press
constantly hover in the air like some noxious gas, these writers still embody the core essence
of journalism. They return again and again to their grueling task--not for the low pay or slim
shot at glory, but, fundamentally, for both the people devastated by the conflicts, and for us,
the readers. So next time you turn on a news channel, pull up a website, read an article, take
a moment to read the author’s name.

Take a moment to research the conflict and look past the number of casualties and gory
images. These correspondents want us to truly see, despite the smog of politics and
corruption, enough so to constantly risk their lives. The least we can do is open our eyes.
by Emily Zhao
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n August 9, 2014, Michael Brown lay dead in the streets of Ferguson, Missouri after a two-minute encounter with
police officer Darren Wilson. Accounts differ on what transpired, however, forensic scientists and video footage provide some
objective evidence. After Brown stole cigars and shoved a store clerk, he proceeded to walk down the middle of the street,
where Officer Wilson found him and asked him to move to the sidewalk in order to stop obstructing traffic. Brown refused, and a
violent confrontation broke out, at the end of which Wilson had suffered facial and neck bruising, and Brown lay dead in the street with
six bullet-holes in his body. In the emotionally charged trial that ensued, America was divided over what happened, the role of police,
and the definition of equal justice.
Many in St. Louis, Missouri felt dismayed but not surprised by the incident--it seemed the inevitable result of decades of racial
segregation, slowly polarizing the community. The polarization is of such a degree it can be physically traced along Delmar
Boulevard: to the north lie neighborhoods largely neglected by municipal zoning boards and populated primarily by
African-Americans; to the south, thriving suburbs inhabited almost exclusively by Caucasians.
The physical divisions present in St. Louis manifest more subtle nationwide racial tensions. Chicago and
Detroit exhibit similar and perhaps even more extreme geographic segregation, while national demographics
tell a story of vast socioeconomic disparities. The median salary of an African American hovers around
33,000 USD, compared to 52,000 USD for the average American. The origins of these discrepancies
can be found in a long history of racial oppression. African Americans first facilitated the permanent
colonization of America through their labor in tobacco fields, and then fueled its rise to economic
greatness on Southern cotton plantations. Even after the civil war abolished legal slavery, many
blacks remained in servitude due to oppressive legislation passed by racist lawmakers. The
civil rights movement finally gained traction in the 1960’s, when segregation and other
bigoted laws were repealed. However, it takes time and a concerted effort to even an
imbalance as old as America itself.
Put in this context, Ferguson’s aftermath is hardly surprising: racial tensions
that have been percolating almost since the fall of the Jim Crowe South had
boiled over, resulting in mass protests. In 170 American cities’, activists
took to the streets, obstructing highways and major intersections, and
lying corpse-like in malls and on the steps of government buildings in
“die-ins.”
Recently, we drove through Ferguson, which is only ten
miles from our school, in order to gain our own mediaindependent perception of the town. What was once a
quaint village lay in ruinous state--every pane of glass
had been shattered by rioters following the decision
not to indict Darren Wilson. Adorning the boarded
gaps are murals painted by local artists urging
perseverance and hope. Many believe that in
the turmoil of the past few months, a new civil
rights movement has found its voice--one not
only intended to address still-biased laws
and policies, but also to examine the way
in which America values the lives of all
of its citizens, regardless of their color.
America has come a long way in
the last five decades with regards
to racial divides, but evidently
much work remains. A large
sector of the population
feels neglected and without
opportunity, and Ferguson
has provided an
opportunity for them to
call for change. The
question remains as
to whether America
will heed the call.
By Emily Zhao
and Joshua
Kazdan

Too
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Ferguson’s
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Qatar’s
Kitchens

With the obesity pandemic marching across oceans, some of us give thanks that we have so
much food, while others wish they had less. However, often times when people eat too much, it
simply stems from a desire to eat something good and not vegan. Thus, the answer to losing weight
is not to eat out less, but more. I can help with this.
ForKnife, located in the Moevenpick Hotel, offers a nightly buffet and features a dark, cool atmosphere
broken only by blue and purple neon lights dancing around the walls. I sampled the best and only butter
chicken that I have ever eaten, buckets of saffron rice, grilled chicken, baguettes, cheesecakes, chocolate
cakes, and fruitcakes. Unfortunately, I have a nut allergy, and I realized too late that the butter chicken
contained cashews. Within half an hour, my face had swelled to the size of a basketball, and hives had
emerged on my neck and face. However, for butter chicken that good, I believe the allergic reaction was
worth it.
The second night in Qatar, we decided to eat at Nandos, the international British chicken chain.
After choosing the Peri Peri Chicken, the waitress asked me the most difficult question to answer at any
restaurant: mild, medium, hot, or extra hot? I went extra hot. The smells of spice assaulted my nostrils as
she carried out the chicken. I eagerly shoved a big piece into my mouth and it practically burned my guts
out. On a spicy scale of one to five, this was a spicy six, and I liked it.
While in Qatar, we also visited an Egyptian restaurant the Khan Farouk Tarab Café. I have been
searching for falafel since I arrived in Qatar, and I was not disappointed. The falafel came out green
and deliciously greasy, and it was some of the best that I have ever eaten. For falafel lovers, I could not
recommend a better restaurant.
If you like Indian food, I can think of no better place in Qatar than Royal Tandoor. Located in the
Pearl, Royal Tandoor is your local source of korma, karma, and curry. I felt like Dorothy entering the
Emerald City as we drove across the bridge and onto the man-made Island-- the symbols of opulence and
worldly comfort surrounded us on all sides. On our way to the restaurant, we saw Yachts bigger than my
house, and someone in our group kissed a Ferrari, weeping as security removed her from the gleaming
automobile. The food was just as rich as the venue: the chef brought out dozens of fruit drinks, nanplatters, samosas, and chicken, all of it scrumptious.
Although a relatively new country, for me Doha already has a legacy of delicious food.
The whole time that I have been here, I have felt as though the five hundred pound man
within my hundred forty pound body was attempting to emerge. Luckily, I will
return to St. Louis before it is too late.
								
By Joshua Kazdan
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This THIMUN conference
demonstrates Qatar’s eagerness to foster
international relationships and command
foreign attention globally. The conference
is not the only sign of Qatar’s growing world
presence. As Qatar endeavors to go global, it
has attracted American and Canadian universities
to its campuses, while beginning to form joint
venture partnerships with major international
companies. As a relatively new country, Qatar
has been growing remarkably quick over the last
couple decades; its GDP has increased from 302
million USD in 1970 to 203 billion last year.
Qatar’s incredible economic success has lead
other somewhat lesser known companies to lay
claim to a share of the country’s wealth.
As a member of this year’s MUNITY Qatar
press team from St. Louis, I thought it unlikely
that I should find local connections to Qatar.
However, after a little bit of research, I
discovered that a small, two-store franchise has
decided to make a massive leap and open its third
branch in Doha, Qatar.
Most franchises begin with one locally
owned, hometown restaurant, and then slowly
spread to neighboring cities and states. Crushed
Red refuses to conform to this standard business
model. An untraditional restaurant itself,
Crushed Red began in St. Louis in 2012 as a
cafeteria-style eatery committed to sustainability
and health. After opening a second St. Louis
branch, Crushed Red is contemplating its next big
move towards becoming an international franchise:
a restaurant in Doha, Qatar.
“You have to go where the opportunity is,”
says Chris LaRocca, the owner of Crushed Red and
a thirty-year veteran of the restaurant industry.
LaRocca seems to believe that the opportunity
currently resides in Qatar. “Most countries love
American brands, and I think that this will help
Crushed Red find its niche in the Middle East.”
But as LaRocca explains, such a major move
“is like going from A-Z without all of the other
letters,” and will require alterations to the
Crushed Red business model. “We won’t change
the brand,” says LaRocca, “but we will try to
cater to the rules of Hallal. Pork sausages will
become turkey sausages. We’ll get rid of our

wine bar. These are minor alterations. Most
importantly, the cornerstone ‘chopped’ process
that we use in salads and blends will remain
in tact.” The flagship salad of Crushed Red is
produced using this ‘chopped’ process. Chefs
are trained to use two handed, dual bladed
slicers with undulating arm movements in order
to produce uniquely textured salads. LaRocca also
hopes to maintain the restaurant’s commitment
to eco-friendly eats. “The goal is to keep the
restaurant concept in tact—every part of the
concept possible within reason.”
“Distribution is the hardest part,”
LaRocca explains. Franchises have to establish
complex delivery chains in order to supply
standard food to all of their branches.
Initially, the company collaborating with
Crushed Red in this process considered flying in
the produce, but due to high cost, it seems like
a sea-route is the most viable option. “And
then we have to package everything according
to regulations and make sure it ships without
spoiling.” The difficulties of maintaining an
eco-friendly franchise become apparent as LaRoca
wonders how to transport food to Qatar without
expending enormous quantities of fossil fuels.
It will also be difficult to retain the locally
grown element of Crushed Red when the St. Louis
farms lie thousands of miles from the Arabian
Peninsula.
Undoubtedly, such a tenuous move carries
significant risks, but luckily for LaRocca, a
Qatari company is willing to help make the
investment. “These folks are extremely excited.
They work there, they live there, and they
understand the mindset of Qataris. They’re
doing all of the investment, and they know what
works.”
Perhaps in a few months, Qataris will
enjoy deliciously crafted artisan pizzas and
exquisitely chopped salads from Crushed Red.
On a broader scale, these negotiations manifest
in a very tangible and close-to-home manner
how Qatar’s growing global presence attracts
international investment and global brands.
				
				By Joshua Kazdan
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Behind
the
Scenes of

THIMUN
The smell of freshly baked brownies and doughnuts pervaded
our schools athletics and commons facility. Delegates had spent
the previous evening concocting their most delicious delicacies for
sale the next morning. Those unfamiliar with the practice of running a
bake sale cannot comprehend the terror of having a mob of hungry young
teenagers screaming credit numbers and brandishing money. On average, such
an ordeal yields a mere 150 USD, but our THIMUN delegation managed to generated close to 750 USD.
Initially, we hoped to contribute the money to the Afghan delegation’s trip to THIMUN
Qatar, especially since we heard we might have the privilege of touring with them during a sightseeing component of our visit. “We want to help afford them an experience like we’re going to have,”
says Tyler Waterman, the ambassador of the John Burroughs delegation and director of the bake sale. Through
indirect contact with the Afghan delegation we heard about the amazing Skateistan program in Kabul and wanted part of
the money raised in our bake sale to support their cause. Skateistan is an international initiative designed to liberate and empower
youths in Cambodia, Afghanistan, and South Africa. Though Skateistan primarily focuses on distributing skateboards and teaching
participants to ride, the program also provides enrichment education and a sense of community to its members. Many Skateistan
mentors are young adults who provide role models for their younger counterparts. The Afghanistan branch of Skateistan has also
granted transportation independence to many women forbidden from driving and riding bikes.
Our community embraced the bake sale knowing the proceeds would help a group of students a world away who we did not
know. Our school usually doesn’t encourage raising money for organizations that we have never visited in person or don’t have
a direct connect with-- the experience can be something of a trust fall. However, we were all impressed by the work of the Qatar
Leadership Conference (QLC) and their initiative to help bring the students from Kabul to THIMUN Qatar (TQ). We were
also impressed to hear how hard the delegation from Kabul was working to prepare for TQ, and we were moved to hear how
Skateistan works to afford young people, especially girls, more opportunities through education and sport. We hope our bake sale
efforts express our sincere desire to come to Doha in February to learn more about Middle Eastern culture and form personal ties
with you as we share in a common experience as one THIMUN family.
		

By Joshua Kazdan and Emily Zhao
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Opinion Editorial

In debate over whaling, Japan leaves Australia
‘blubbering and wailing’
During a theatrical week in the
International Court of Justice, the justices
deliberated Japan’s relationship with
Australia in regards to whale research.
“Australia basically lost, except that Japan
now has to specify a duration for their
whale program,” said Judge Pendo Kassai.
Ms. Kassai presided over the court as
the countries called forth witnesses and
attempted to refute their claims.
Australia and her witnesses accused Japan
of violating the JARPA Treaty, a set of
terms regulating whale research in shared
waters. Australia asserted that Japan had
violated her sovereignty by conducting
whale research in waters surrounding
Australia. Advocates for Australia also
suggested that Japan had exceeded
its allotted quota for killing whales for
research purposes, resulting in adverse
environmental consequences. Whale
research contains two branches: lethal
and nonlethal. Australia tried to downplay
the necessity of lethal whale research,
suggesting that comparable data could be
obtained through non-lethal investigations.
Japan easily refuted almost all of
Australia’s claims by providing a copious

and useful store of the data that
she had gathered from lethal whale
research. This type of information
could not have resulted from nonlethal data collection. In addition,
Japan provided statistics proving that
she had actually killed fewer whales
than the quota allowed in every year
except for 2005. With such definitive
evidence on the whale hunt, Australia
was left blubbering and wailing.
The only point that Australia scored
on Japan resulted from Japan’s failure
to specify duration for their whale
research, which violated the terms of
the treaties mitigating whale research.
Although this point ostensibly caused
Australia to win the case, Japan
protected its whaling program from
any serious abridgement. With terms
set for a whale-research duration,
Japan will cast off the accusations of
illicit whale hunting activity that have
riddled the country’s programs in the
past.
			By Joshua Kazdan

